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“Fiction has a truth exceeding that of history”  
– Aristotle 

 
YEAR 4.07 
 
The buildings on the frontage road drifted past the bus window, brick 
engaged in possibility.  Does anyone ever consider that there is a dreary side 
to being a writer?  That it involves paperwork should come as no surprise.  
Sheer volumes, actual or virtual sheaf, not only to be edited but ordered, pro-
cessed, that has nothing to do with creativity, entailing an endless shuffling of 
words, phrases, like the alphabet tiles of a pocket puzzle. Noun? Verb?  Extra-
grammatical relations? All the seemingly endless prospects to be compared 
and contrasted through the incessant drudge of formulation.  And then there 
are the questionnaires. 
 It was one of those chores he always put off, but the bus ride had pro-
vided him with ample time and, as the result of his recent dissipation, he 
hadn’t any expectations of fireworks from the low spark of his neuronal cir-
cuits. Overcoming a singular ambivalence, he’d sucked it up, dutifully filling 
in the blanks of the questionnaire from APIS (Advanced Poetry Interactive 
Services), yet another load of bull, a scam that promised something from 
nothing. He’d been asked the same questions so many times, more so since 
the Pillsbury, as if being awarded the prize somehow confirmed that he knew, 
at the very least, the secret answer to the question, What is poetry?   
 And, as always, he answered that question differently each time.   
 Poetry is all about a weaving of sense and sound into a composition 
that is exterior and interior in nuanced relationship and provides a breadth 
and depth (bandwidth if you wish) not available with linear rationale.  Thus 
the poem is multi-sourced and multi-voiced. 
 It was another of Nora’s referrals and he had to ask himself why he 
shouldn’t at least be getting paid cash money if he was going to prostitute 
himself.  Not the empty promise of poetry pie-in-the-sky assurances that his 
participation in the survey would bring paying clients for his services as a 
mentor, teacher, and on-call poetry tart.  Not that he was averse to self-
promotion, and there was a vague similarity to that of dashing off publisher’s 
blurbs for the backs of books. In those instances, at least he was putting out 
for friends and people he liked. 
 Yet one more boilerplate question to be checked off: What is it like to 
be a poet?   
 Being a poet is like being the triangle player in a large symphony or-
chestra. Come in too early or too late and no one will hear you no matter 
how hard you bang on your instrument.  Come in at the right time and you 
will be heard as tantalizingly ephemeral, but you will be heard. 
 Then they want to get personal. Why are you a poet? 
 One of the reasons I am a poet is that I realize there is such a thing as 
the inexpressible and so I am challenged to discover some formula to deci-
pher it.  As a poet I bounce my words off the cultural landscape to hear their 
resonance, their echo. George Steiner has said, “All signals we emit are po-
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tentially resonant with values and intensities beyond those of bare infor-
mation.”  
 How do you go about writing poetry?  
 It didn’t matter what he answered, someone was bound to take issue 
with what he said. 
 Writing poetry is more like a dance, it’s a series of gestures, albeit lin-
guistic gestures, and movements, to its own music, and in this flow the mi-
metic arises, and the sequence of these actions signify, never as an object, 
always as a verb, and becomes, like myth, the thing said. 
 Asked the same question at another time and place, he would undoubt-
edly have come up with something different, perhaps contradictory.  
 There is a matter of elongation, a stretching of meaning and sound to 
move from one level to another and once that is reached another step has 
been taken as all things now and forever are in the past.  The delight is in the 
opposition of meaning and sound as in homonyms but in this case the multi-
syllabication allows syntax to enter the picture and force the subject away 
from meaning into action. 
  If he could put his finger on it, it probably wasn’t poetry. 
 What advice would you give a beginning poet?   
 Questions like that brought out his cynical side, not that it was ever all 
that well hidden in the first place. 
 Find something else to do. If you must and enjoy writing poetry, keep 
it to yourself or share it with a few like-minded friends.  Once you consider 
reaching a larger audience and begin to think in terms of “a public,” you 
have left the real world behind and are tempting fate. As a poet it is helpful 
to assume that every poet but yourself writing today is wrong. 
 Something Bob Kaufman once told him, or maybe he’d read it in the 
obituary where the “black Rimbaud” was quoted as saying “I wish to be for-
gotten” and realizing that such a proclamation was nothing if not memorable, 
as well as slyly echoing Pushkin’s last words, “Try to be forgotten.”  Sound ad-
vice no matter who spoke it. But, all the same, wishing or trying to be “forgot-
ten” was entirely different from being “forgettable.” 
 The poem comes before the commentary.  The primary text is first, not 
only temporally.  It is not a pretext for subsequent exegetic or metaphoric 
treatment.  Its priority is one of essence, of ontological need and self-
sufficiency.  The poem embodies and bodies forth through singular enactment 
its own reason for being.  The poem is.  Commentary simply signifies. 
 He could ask himself Why do I write?  There were so many reasons, 
and not one said it all. 
 
Unlike poetry, sometimes what is said in the heat of the moment has 
immediate and direct consequences.  He’d said something to Mac that night. 
She’d thrown her drink in his face. All he remembered was that it was harsh, 
unpleasant, demeaning in that he’d used a body part to belittle her.  He tried 
to not to think about it but he couldn’t forget, another instance of his failure 
as a human being.  It wasn’t the pain so much, but the memory, and with that 
memory the inevitable loss of balance and deflation, of punctured self-esteem.  
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Pride goeth before the fall. He continued to experience it, battered ego, 
bruised body. And he now understood why they were called “flashbacks.”  He 
literally inhabited the original time space continuum of that evening whenev-
er he conjured up the moment of his smug near-fatal arrogance. Answering 
“why, was it your turn?” resulted in a fist smashing his face. On reflection, 
maybe whatever he’d replied to “you can’t treat a woman like that” would 
have resulted in the same response. The physical immediacy of the recall was 
always accompanied by an audible moan or whimper. He’d caught a glimpse 
of the woman seated across from him on the bus looking up in alarm as the 
strangled groan escaped his lips.  
 The memory came flooding back. He’d come out of an anesthetized fog 
to an assortment of pale blue surgical masks and intent stares reading his vi-
tals until they were satisfied that he could make some sense of himself. Then 
they checked the monitors to determine if the machines agreed.  They’d rolled 
the gurney out into the hallway and added him to the non-life-threatening-
but-requiring-immediate-surgery queue.  He wasn’t first in line.  His face 
throbbed with pulsing blood, not particularly painful considering the mor-
phine drip. A collection of clear IV bags with tubes trailing out of them and 
into him dangled from a stainless steel pole rack accompanying his gurney.  
The dark crimson one he’d assumed was blood.  His left leg was strapped in 
some kind of brace or splint and felt like it might no longer belong to him. 
He’d gazed up at the fluorescent ceiling panels not really seeing them. The 
nurses and interns navigating the stark corridors were made up like pirates 
and superheroes, butterflies and fairies, a few dark humored zombies and 
Frankenstein or Groucho Marx didn’t really seem all that out of place. 
 Chemical smells of his stay in the hospital were still lodged in his olfac-
tory memory but the sequence of events leading to his regaining conscious-
ness in the back of the ambulance remained disjointed and fleeting.  The pa-
trolman wanted a statement, a description of his attackers, and it had taken 
him a few beats to comprehend what he was being asked.  He’d answered with 
a grin. It was about all he could muster.  No matter, there were witnesses, and 
the promise of a follow up investigation. 
 Wendy, still wearing her ladybug antennae, had seemed on the verge of 
hysteria. At one point the staff had to ask her to leave the emergency room re-
ception area.  She’d clung to the gurney as they wheeled him in to the ER, her 
tearful apology not making any more sense than the situation in which he 
found himself.  It wasn’t until after Mike Reardon from Violent Crimes had 
come to interview him, wanting to know about the weapon and who had fired 
the shots that he began to slowly piece together the reason behind Wendy’s 
frenzied distress, confirmed by her days later in tearful confession. He didn’t 
have much to tell Reardon, just that some guys, two or three of them, had at-
tacked him in front of Giancarlo’s.  He couldn’t remember any gunshots.  He 
hadn’t been hit by gunfire, just mostly beaten to a pulp. They’d found him 
curled up at the curb between two cars.  Apparently he’d crawled there from 
out in front of the bar.  He wouldn’t forget Reardon’s comment.  “I didn’t real-
ize that being a poet was such a dangerous occupation.”  And he’d been too 
sedated to care if the detective was being sarcastic. 
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There are certain individuals, not all of them writers, who are 
ghouls in the perverse pleasure they take in passing on the news of an ac-
quaintance’s illness or demise.  Sympathy junkies, wild eyed with excitement 
in relating the details of a terminal illness or the last gasp of a friend in com-
mon.  Or they altruistically offer insipid comfort, unctuous assistance, candied 
condolences just so they can say they are part of someone else’s tragedy, to 
seize that spark of drama missing from their lives in a kind of misapplied 
Munchausen Syndrome, in the belief that they could make claim to someone 
else’s suffering, pain.  
 He’d always hated the thought of ending up in a hospital.  For one, they 
were too bright.  Another, they were the source of some of the most virulent 
drug resistant bacteria in the world, and to make matters worse, laid up, con-
fined to a bed, attached to vital signs monitors, there was no way to avoid visi-
tors. Once word got out that he was in the hospital, the parade of the con-
cerned, shocked, and disbelieving crowded the visiting hours for the short 
time he was laid up. They passed through, transparent and diaphanous, like 
phantoms in a house of mirrors.   
    It was maybe not so surprising as to who had not rushed to his side.  
Not Mac, who could be considered the instigator of the whole fracas, but may-
be she was too embarrassed.  Asking around after his release from the hospi-
tal he’d learned that she had decamped from the local scene and was rumored 
to be living in Tucson with a Literature Professor teaching at U of A.  Nor did 
Grace deign to look in on him, and that had hurt.  It puzzled him that he still 
felt an unfounded twinge of abandonment.  There was no reason to, except 
maybe ennui for what could have been. 
 Jerry Pawl had dropped in near the beginning of his stay when large 
doses of pain drugs had him in their warm and fuzzy grip. Jerry had sad news 
of his own. Sheila had entered a hospice and it was only a matter of time.  Of 
course it was always “only a matter of time,” but this matter of time was 
measured not in years or months but weeks, days, hours. True to form, Jerry 
never asked what had happened to him, staying completely nonjudgmental 
and grounded in the present.  From his practice Jerry was acquainted with 
someone in hospital administration and had promised to look into getting 
him signed up for medical services. 
 Michel Brazon was among his early visitors, too, seemingly more inter-
ested in the magical modernity of the monitoring devices, buzzed to a crisp if 
the fine carbon particulates populating his aura were any indication.  First he 
wanted to conduct business and complain that he had never received the po-
ems from Jeremy Beljhar’s manuscript as he had been promised for the next 
issue of his next-to-nonexistent magazine, Ton Trou.  Then he wanted to play 
doctor, asking the most inane and irrelevant questions of a quasi-medical na-
ture, the result of watching too many episodes of Grey’s Anatomy or House.  
His prognosis had been, “Hey, look on the bright side, you’ll be able to collect 
disability.”  And he’d added: “Think of all the pity pussy you’ll be getting.”  
There was that. 
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 Stoddard Leary had sneaked in after visiting hours.  It had taken him a 
while to notice his visitor as he seemed to have blended in with the pale green 
privacy curtain that surrounded the bed. A belch and the singularly sour odor 
of consumed alcohol pinpointed his presence. And, obvious from his expres-
sion, he was savoring the irony of the situation.  “Well, well, it’s come to this.  
How the mighty have fallen.  Or been brought low, as the case may be.  Some-
one disagree with your aesthetic or take umbrage to one of your critiques?  I 
wouldn’t be at all surprised.  It’s a nasty backstabbing dog-eat-dog existence, 
the world of literature is. My guess, being that you are a quasi-famous poet 
and all, is that you were probably fucking somebody’s wife.”  And there it was, 
the bare naked truth only a drunk could provide. 
 Earlier that day, Dottie Krandal had come by to leave the moist pucker 
of her lips on his forehead and her peculiar nutmeg musky scent on the band-
ages around his head she had touched tentatively with the tips of her long fin-
gers, concern wrinkling her brow beneath the shag of randomly bleached 
bangs.  She and Lynal were “taking a break” she’d announced with aching iro-
ny.  On the plus side, she was looking at a teaching position at an arts college 
in upstate New York.  
 Nora White knew better than to scold.  She had sought to cheer him up 
with news that his translation of Odile D’Esayous’ Personne was on the short 
list for a PEN award.  They both knew he should be a shoo-in but with Pauline 
Fayemus on the panel he didn’t really stand a chance.  However, short list was 
better than shit list, as he well knew, having been on a number of the latter. 
 Charlie Reyes, the preoccupied look of concern that seemed perpetually 
etched on his features, had driven down from Fairfield to see how he was do-
ing and if he needed anything, bringing Clarissa and the twins’ best regards.  
The Iron Hat crew had showed up en masse, crowding the small space around 
his bed, awkwardly and self-consciously mouthing platitudes of those com-
fortable only around the smell of heated metal and acetylene.  And Meagan 
Twohy, on her way to an appointment with her oncologist. She had patted his 
hand and left him with the pitying look of a parent who finally has to let go of 
their prodigal. 
  Hollow fever rimmed red eyes, sunken cheeks, raw cracked liver lips 
set in cold oatmeal pallor, Andy Porter looked like death warmed over. Reluc-
tant to talk about why his trip to Shanghai had gone horribly and mysteriously 
wrong, and how that had resulted in upending the relationship with his girl-
friend, he was hurting and taking anything and everything to ease the pain.  
He’d been tempted to tell him to pull up a bedpan and join him.   
 Jim Shue had come by in a show of concern but also to brag that his 
documentary on Kerouac was being considered for an award at the Azusa 
Film Festival.  Sarah Dunn, Paul Ruiz, Diane McCracken, out of morbid curi-
osity more than anything else.  Harry Croft casually inquiring about his ar-
chives and seemingly disappointed when he was informed that the injuries 
were not life threatening.  With Ricardo Rosario, the library custodian and 
poet from El Salvador, he’d exchanged customary greetings. 
 “Carlos.” 
 “Ricky.” 
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 “What happen to you?” 
 “Aw, I zigged when I shoulda zagged.” 
 “Even with all my year in this country I will never fully understand El 
Norte idiomatic expressions.” 
 “How did you hear about my being in the hospital?” 
 “From my uncle, Javier Santario.” 
 “Why is that name familiar?” 
 “He wrote the critical biography on William Carlos Williams as a Latin 
American author.” 
 “Right, right.  When is that gonna get translated into English?” 
 “Maybe never.  It is not a popular point of view in Anglo American lit-
erary circles.” 
 “How did he find out about my being in the hospital down in El Salva-
dor?” 
 “If he still live in San Salvador, he would have been kill by now as a 
Marxista.  Now he live in Daly City.  He work on the custodial staff here at the 
hospital.”  
 Cunt Cap Kelly, the cabbie, checked in, claiming he had as a regular cli-
ent an old Chinese gent who didn’t trust ambulances. Kelly alleged that word 
on the street was that his mugging was a case of mistaken identity. Some dis-
pute that had started inside Ginacarlo’s and spilled out onto the street and 
they took it out on the first guy they saw.  “Random violence,” Cunt Cap had 
offered, “or maybe gang related since someone did fire off some rounds. Who-
ever started shooting chased off your attackers.  Turns out two of the guys are 
off duty Hayward cops.  Good luck getting any justice out of that one.” 
 Jake and Polly had also come by to look in on him, thankfully without 
their papier-mâché materials though he thought he caught Polly assessing the 
dimensions of his hospital space with a practiced once over, pinpointing 
where she might begin her environmental collage. Jake, like Brazon, wide 
eyed, fascinated by the plastic machinery and medical accessories, fingering 
the translucent tubing had whispered repeatedly “robot. . .robot” while Polly 
explained, as she called it, the “good new bad new.”   
 He’d read about their stroke of luck from an article in the daily.  The 
Museum of Modern Art was acquiring their apartment as an installation 
space. 
   “They take entire, wall, ceiling, everything, piece by piece. Make at 
MOMA so patron can walk through.  Pay much like lotto.”  But she hadn’t 
sounded too happy about it. “Don’t get me, but maybe all money wrong, leave 
bad taste. Build park garage in place old apartment. This part of deal. Irony, 
no? Parking now for museum.  Success, yes?”  She’d said it wistfully, like she 
didn’t believe it herself, arm crooked, fingers splayed as if holding  a cigarette, 
eyes narrowed to prevent the imaginary smoke from making them water. 
“Now no place stay except motel, not place for make art.” 
 “Pinhole,” Jake stated. 
 “Yes, as Jake say, you know where is this Pinhole?” 
 He didn’t have a clue what they were talking about and it wasn’t just 
the pain drugs. 
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 “Industry zone far.” Polly had pointed with her pipe cleaner arm in an 
assumed direction.  “They find place, old machine factory, cement, like Social-
ist house in old country, very cold.  No BART. No magic like Frisco.  We go 
there live.  No choose. Jake now sell to gallery on Fishman Wharf, famous 
junk artist make very good price.” 
 “Not junk artist,” Jake interjected, “Artist.  Make junk into gold. 
Alkimist.  Artist.  Almost same word.” He held up two fingers and brought 
them together.  “Transform!” he said with a delight that brightened the shape 
of his face. “But now,” with a sigh and appropriate gravity, “make only for sell. 
Like meščanska, bourgeois.” 
 “Mmmm,” Polly had murmured.  “Money make life complicate.” And 
with that Dietrich shrug, “Who can know.  Fate.”    
 He had a memory of Irma and Philippe standing at the foot of the bed 
like stern concerned parents dressed as if they had been called away from the 
Symphony Season opening gala. 
 Then there were the tearful weeping ones who were deeply affected by 
his condition. Angela and Samantha one particular very painfully emotional 
day. Sam had burst out crying when she saw him.  And Angie, expressing her 
maternal concern though he could see that she was having trouble controlling 
her composure. They had come down to the city for a dance recital by some of 
Sam’s friends and had had been getting ready to return home when they 
learned that he was in the hospital. To her kind offer to have him come up to 
Elk to live with them while he recuperated, he’d replied “I’m afraid if I leave 
the city for too long, I’ll never return.” 
 Courtney and David, though mostly Courtney by herself, insisting that 
he stay with them until he was able to get about on his own.  He hadn’t 
thought it the best of ideas, considering their history, but then what choice did 
he have?  It was either Courtney’s sofabed or some storefront doorway?  She 
wasn’t going to take no for an answer. 
 And tearful distraught Wendy, visiting daily to finally work up the 
courage to tell him, confessing that it was her gun and that she’d meant to 
shoot him.   
 
The biggest surprise was that Roy Banks, the jazz pianist, had 
dropped in to check on him. They had gotten better acquainted after he made 
a habit of swinging by the piano wine bar adjacent to the cable car turntable at 
the foot of Powell where Roy held forth for the tourist trade. He had been at 
loose ends that summer. The poet adrift.  Those years of stability as Angie’s 
roommate had mellowed the intensity of his social hustle.  To suddenly have 
all that taken away, the bottom drop out, his survival reflexes rusty, mechani-
cal in a digital age.  At least he wasn’t walking a lobster on a ribbon like 
Gerard de Nerval.  Some might have preferred a lobster rather than the vehe-
mence of his desperation.  But Roy was always good for some Monk on the 
keyboard and the occasional petite vin rouge on the house.  
 Over drinks after work one night at Bud’s they had seriously parsed the 
greats of jazz, ranked their virtuosity, influences, origins, innovations, sublim-
ity, cultural significance, and so on, from Kid Ory to Herbie Hancock.  Roy 
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had reel to reel recordings of some loft performances from the 70’s and unre-
leased sessions by Albert Ayler, and Sonny Red that he wanted him to hear. It 
was around midnight and he hadn’t been paying much attention to where they 
were going since Roy was driving, actually steering with one hand and expres-
sively testifying with the other.  His eagerness to insert his own complimen-
tary points had blinkered him.   
 The blue and red flashing lights ahead had prompted Roy to make a 
quick turn and steer down a few back streets.  They re-entered the boulevard 
some blocks from the police action, pausing to let a 19Polk trundle past. The 
next thing he knew they were parking in a fog shrouded bayside neighborhood 
and clambering up the steps to a classic old Italianate cottage that had been 
partitioned off into several apartments.  Inside the door there was the subtle 
odor of dust and decay, the ravages of oxidization, no doubt emanating from 
the wall to ceiling shelves jammed with record sleeves and musty books.  An 
electric keyboard was placed off to one side of the tiny living room that also 
contained a loveseat couch, a battered armchair rocker, and a coffee table 
neatly stacked with sheet music.   
 “I don’t want you to get the wrong idea, but usually this place is a 
mess,” Roy had called out from the bright lit kitchen.  The kitchen was tiny as 
well, a small white four burner gas stove next to an ancient white refrigerator.  
A small half table was pushed up to one wall beneath a curtained narrow sash 
window along with two white chairs.  Yellowing linoleum of indistinct pattern 
covered the floor.  Roy had produced a couple of short water glasses and a 
bottle of wine.  “But my oldest daughter Ayisha lives in the neighborhood and 
comes over a couple of times a week to straighten up and spy on me.”  He 
smiled holding out the glass of dark red.  “Zinfandel, from some brothers up 
in the Sonoma Valley.  Anyway, it started with her offering to do my laundry, 
and I have to say, I took the bait.  Now, it’s ‘where you been out so late’ and 
things of that nature.  I’m a grown man and she thinks she can watch over me 
like I was a child!” 
 Taking the bottle back to the living room, he’d set it on the coffee table 
and gone to the shelves that held the LP’s at the center of which were his turn-
table, amplifier, and ancient reel to reel tape player.  “This is what I wanted 
you to hear,” holding up the square tape box and then expertly spooling it on-
to an empty reel, “Cat had a loft down on 12th and C in the East Village.  Ger-
man cat, Fritz or Deidre, some shit, bass player Cecil told me about.  Had a 
baby grand and cats would always fall by because Ray Ray, the Puerto Rican 
connection dealt from a pad a couple doors down.”  He powered up the ampli-
fier and cued the tape.  “I had an old portable Teac that I toted around with 
me if I was going to do a rehearsal or a jam.  So I set up thinking it was just 
going to be me and the bass player.  Then a drummer showed up and I said 
‘hey man, where I know you from?’ Turns out its Billy Higgins and I caught 
him playing with Archie Shepp in a club one time so I knew he had chops.  
And I’m thinking, now we’re gonna cook and about then this young white 
dude wanders through, by the shape of his tote I figure he’s a sax man, turns 
out soprano.  Know what his name was?  Steve Lacy.  Today you know that 
name.  Back then he was just starting out.  Now the first thing you going to 
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hear is me intro the tune and then the opening bars of Tempus Fugue It.  
Well, man, you would have thought I had dinosaur shit on my shoe!”  From 
the speakers the piano stopped followed by nervous laughter, and a voice ask-
ing incredulously, “Bud Powell?” 
 Roy had got a good laugh out of that, and they’d spent the wee hours of 
the morning listening to tapes and LP’s.  Roy had a jazz scholar’s collection of 
the obscure and the unknown and it was with obvious delight that he shared 
his treasures with someone who could appreciate them, from Doc Cheatham 
and Jack Purvis to Anthony Braxton and Henry Threadgill.  At one point, after 
Roy had brought out the port, he also produced a joint. “Care for some ganja?”   
 “Naw. Man, I’m ok, I don’t smoke dope.”   
 “Ah,” Roy had said with a knowing nod, “You are a white man after all.” 
 That did not stop them from strutting around the coffee table to Fables 
Of Faubus from bootleg tapes of the Mingus Paris Concert.  It was an ass wag-
ging high stepping finger waving poke in the eye parody of Pomp And Cir-
cumstance aimed at segregationist Orval Faubus and the Jim Crow apartheid 
South, and one that they had taken great pleasure in enacting with all the ob-
scene booty shaking they could muster.  When Roy fired up the keyboard and 
played him some of his own compositions, he’d been duly impressed. 
 Roy had assembled an old Army cot and provided a pillow and blan-
kets.  “You’re welcome to crash here as long as you want, my friend,” he’d of-
fered before they turned in, by then the dark window edges easing to a gray 
transparency. 
 He’d been awakened later that afternoon by the ringing phone.  Roy 
answered it in the kitchen. “Hi honey” and then silence as the person on the 
other end spoke, interrupted only occasionally by “But, honey,” “It’s my life,” 
“I don’t care what they said, they can mind their own damn business,” and 
“He’s a friend of mine,” but mostly the caller did the talking. 
 Over coffee Roy had explained that the call was from his daughter, 
Ayisha, who had heard from a neighbor complaining about the loud music 
and carrying on coming from the apartment.  “Nothing to worry about.” 
 He’d started to barbeque a rack of ribs, and pointing out the open 
kitchen door to the small kettle grill on the landing to the steps down to the 
tiny backyard, “You’re in for a real treat. The sauce is an old family recipe 
from down home.”  Down home was some place he’d never heard of in Texas.  
The red wine that accompanied the meat was a pinot noir from Chile.  Roy 
hadn’t lied.  The sauce charred sweet with a piquant aftertaste, and along with 
the black-eyed peas and greens it was one of the best home cooked meals he’d 
enjoyed in a month of Sundays.  
 They had opened an after dinner bottle of red and were listening to and 
talking over a modal free jazz soundscape that Roy called, somewhat derisive-
ly, “LA Jazz”, essentially studio jazz, by musicians the likes of Oliver Lake, 
Don Byron, Wallace Roney and Ron Blake. Roy was explaining that it was all 
mood music, well played mood music certainly, but all the same it lacked the 
edge and originality of golden age bebop so that the lesson, that out of chaos 
came order was lost on the current crop of jazz musicians for whom chaos 
emerged from more chaos, and so they hadn’t heard the front door open.   
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 Framed in the doorway to the kitchen a large black woman in an eye 
shocking tropical pattern full length dashiki with matching head scarf, scowl-
ing and pointing her finger at him, repeated something he finally understood 
to be “Get out, white devil!”  It was stated with enough authority to be com-
manding.  “Gather up your narrow white ass and be gone! Stop stealing the 
souls of our people!” He didn’t think that they were actually gold chicken 
wishbones she was waving at him with the kind of voodoo gesticulation aimed 
at banishing him and whatever bad white juju he might have tracked in and 
about his person. That led to the confrontation between father and daughter 
during which Roy called his daughter an ignorant superstitious brown medi-
cine ball among other things.  Or that was the way he remembered it.  While 
they screamed their insults at each other, he’d donned his jacket and let him-
self out.  No need to be the occasion for that kind of grief in family when they 
could find it perfectly well without any help from him. 
 The shadows in the hood had begun to lengthen but the radiant heat 
from sidewalk and asphalt kept things to a noticeable simmer.  He’d made his 
way to the end of the block and the corner bodega where a number of people 
had congregated.  He was looking for a main drag and the bus line. He had a 
change of clothes on the boat at Mission Bay, and he could take a shower. 
He’d become gradually aware that something was amiss by the attention he 
was getting from passersby and in particular from the now mostly agitated 
young men on the corner.  It was an “oh shit” moment that was clear. Even 
now he recalled the visceral sink in the pit of his gut. 
 He’d accepted that he would be toyed with.  They were bored and he 
represented the source of their frustration and anger.  He was shoulder 
bumped as he tried to enter the store with the lotto and booze ads plastered 
on the iron grilled plywood boarded windows.  He’d apologized but the hostil-
ity persisted.  Someone, a large youngster, he remembered, had blocked ac-
cess to the door.  He turned and ran into a chest towering over him.  Either he 
was shrinking or he’d stumbled onto a hybrid species, homo bigmofo.  In a 
situation like that the only solution was to piss your pants, or shit, or both.  
Fear won out and he’d starting shaking.  That was apparently the result those 
crowding around had desired.  The rest was a cacophonous blur of insults and 
spit invectives which found him at a loss for words.  Just as he’d become 
aware that the encircling gauntlet was about to escalate into something physi-
cal, he heard his name called. 
 “Mr. Wendt?” 
 Coralene Purlee, the Sunset Branch no-nonsense librarian, had just ex-
ited the bodega, still wearing her severe light brown pants suit with the gold 
mule pin on the lapel, holding a brown paper bag by the neck, and which he 
later learned was a fifth of Stoly. She had given his tormentors the censorious 
glare that he’d seen her use on rambunctious students in the librarybefore: if 
you can’t keep your voices down, you will have to leave.  It worked every time. 
 “Remember that time your daughter cast a voodoo spell on me with her 
gold plated chicken bones and I almost got my ass stomped down on the cor-
ner?” he’d asked his old friend seated by the hospital bed. “If it hadn’t been for 
Coralene Purlee. . . .” 
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 Roy, head bowed in mirth, had replied with a throaty chuckle.  “Hee-
hee, you seem to lead a charmed life, Carl.” 
  “I’m still trying to figure out which one was scarier.”  
 “Appreciate the irony of the situation, my man,” the jazz musician had 
offered sagely, “not many get to choose between an ass-kicking and an ass 
licking. Yet here you are laid up like you lost the coin toss.” 
 Whenever he thought back to that night with the lusty librarian, not in 
the habit of hooking up with a woman that close to his own age, the word 
“formidable” came to mind. 
 The hospital rep from accounting had returned his application for 
medical services.  “You won’t need this,” she told him, “You might not think 
that it’s you’re lucky day, but someone just paid your hospital bill for you.” 
When he asked who it was, she’d replied that it was an artist’s nonprofit or-
ganization, “Artist Rescue.”  He’d never heard of it, though it did have a famil-
iar ring, like the name of a Romanian poet. 
 When Courtney wheelchaired him to the sliding glass doors at the hos-
pital’s entrance upon his discharge, the nurse seeing him out had said, “You 
may experience headaches for a while.”  Wasn’t that what the pills were for? 
 
There are thousands upon thousands of unknown works of genius 
out there by totally unrecognized unheard of obscure geniuses no one will 
ever know.  And just thinking about them and who they actually are takes 
you into a Bohr-Hayes library universe of books that you can’t even begin to 
read and pass judgment on so that in such speculation lies madness, hell for 
the pedant. 
 He’d looked up from his laptop as the bus slowed for the off ramp and 
made a left to cross the overpass into Cloverdale. He’d added that bit to the 
growing number of entries to Never Say Die; A Bohr-Hayes Quantum Com-
pendium of Literary Miscellany, the tentative title of a piece he was compos-
ing for Science Forum, consisting of aphorisms and sound bytes culled from 
his meditations on the works of Nils Bohr and Isaac Hayes. Nora had steered 
him to the science magazine from the same publisher of Art Forum and Book 
Forum, essentially a venue for science fact and speculation with a literary 
slant. 
  Although the concept had been prompted by the dialogues made popu-
lar in the early nineteenth century by Walter Savage Landor, NSD, as he ab-
breviated it, it had evolved into a compendium of ruminations on poets and 
poetry filtered through two quite opposite cultural poles, a Danish physicist 
and an American soul singer. 
 For instance, a Bohr-Hayes hypothesis concluded that “What goes up 
usually employs a stairway; what comes down would prefer one".”  And of 
course there was the Bohr-Hayes theory of the hourglass universe, also known 
as the Shaft, and how that led to the idea that “a poem is a spiral sequence 
which turns ceaselessly without ever returning completely to its beginning.” 
And as Bohr or Hayes repeatedly pointed out: “Our efforts to map the subjec-
tive self on a plane of objectivity as the object self never returns to the same 
point.” 
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  As another example, according to the Bohr-Hayes Theory of Real Po-
etry, “all experience makes its appearance within the frame of points of view 
and forms of perception.  The relative prominence accorded various aspects 
of poetry depends upon the nature of the matter under consideration.  Occa-
sionally the objectivity of physical observation becomes particularly suited 
to emphasize the subjective character of experience.” Furthermore, “No poem 
can sustain itself in its own right for the reason that difference is only one 
complimentary aspect of its being—the other aspect requires participation in 
the sameness of the cosmic order.  All differentiated poems in poetry require, 
in theory and in fact, supplementation by other poems.”  That last was in ref-
utation of the ubiquitous standalone fallacy of the individuality of the poem.   
 “Poetry is like a gigantic underground mushroom and each spore is a 
self-generating poem,” was another Bohr-Hayes maxim. As was “Meaning is 
created in the unraveling.” Also, “Thinking has turned into a way of writ-
ing.” Following that premise was the idea that “A sentence is only a linear 
progression after it has been written.” And “What is written in the present 
can only be read in the future.”   
 Then there was the Bohr-Hayes discursive word string theory: “Words 
give off vibrations like the strings of theory, resonate with assonance and 
consonance in harmony and dissonance, their semantic tar to be emulsified 
by recombination in novel attitudes of pictorial placements in mental 
frames. If mental energy can be delineated in the way light through a prism 
is, can it be possible that they are complimentary in that light energy can af-
fect mental energy (sunny day, etc) and although mental energy cannot 
globally affect light energy somatically, can’t a cheerful mood cancel  the ef-
fects of a gloomy day?” 
 A Bohr-Hayes theory of creativity also postulated the Sisyphus Syn-
drome in which “the rock gets bigger, heavier, and slipperier as you near the 
summit.”  Its compliment was the Syphilis Syndrome in which “your genius 
goes unnoticed as you spiral out of control.” 
 Finally there was the Bohr-Hayes refutation: “That’s like saying the 
moon is made of green cheese—we have no way of knowing what kind of 
cheese the moon is made of!” 
 
Loafer out of indolence, trifler, unqualified to hold any opinion, one way 
or the other. “What do I think?” he answered his imaginary interrogator, 
“Don’t ask me that. Next to the question of whether or not I have an opinion, 
nothing can be of less interest to anyone than what I think of anything.  To 
have an opinion is both too much and too little. It presupposes a security and 
well being of existence akin to having a wife and children.” The closest he’d 
come to domesticity, not counting the years with Sheila, and she’d never 
wanted children, possessed of the same creative selfishness as he, was when 
he boarded with Angie and occasionally minded Samantha.  He was damned 
by his eccentric muse to live as a refugee, an outcast, a lonely onanist at the 
fringe of politesse. 
 Born as the efforts of two, he mused, in the end, I am only one.  I never 
wanted that responsibility, caught up in my own selfishness, the object of my 
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desire a confirmation of being purposeful yet unique.  Maybe I never stopped 
being a twelve year old, convinced of my personal omnipotence, god-like in 
my own estimation, implacable in the defiance of my mortality.  And how 
rude and self-righteous in context then was Kerouac’s repeated insistence that 
“we’re all going to die” to lay bare everyone’s naked denial.  That, above all, is 
what I’m certain pissed people off and turned the East Coast intelligentsia 
against him, that immortality is an illusion. No one wants to hear that.  Be-
sides, if I were immortal the impulse to deny the inevitable would be unneces-
sary.  It is the denial of my mortality that makes me alive to possibility. 
 He reached into the satchel and retrieved the slim volume of Ian 
Blake’s poems, Ode To Sunset, with its depiction of a glaring bright orb sink-
ing into the boiling sea, if for nothing else than to change the tenor of his 
thoughts, flipping open to a random page.  But perhaps it wasn’t all that ran-
dom.  He’d been to that page on previous occasions. 
 

Ode To Sunset 
  for Carl Wendt 
 
Death cruised by earlier than you thought  
a friend of misery no kin to joy and you waved  
at it disappearing into the distance no matter  
what you think you saw you smelled the ash  
mud sulfur and closing your eyes felt its  
foot pressing against your heart hand gripping  
your throat but didn’t cry out didn’t fight  
back waited wait still and waking with a start  
on your death day counting the years as if  
they were seconds you’ve experienced much  
received little in return this morning commanded  
by an inner voice you started to inventory  
everything you ever thought significant or  
otherwise and yet to friends you still know  
and those you say you don’t know are inclined  
to leave something even if they’ll forget all  
about you because they undoubtedly will forget  
as they’ve already forgotten the wind and  
the rain and sun their hands their eyes ears  
and the taste of pizza and the color of wine  
the secret of the four seasons a sunset to  
render them so no less as you shiver in silence  
and flee on the road to tomorrow a time passed  
of blue memories and still-born schemes ambitions  
the color of sunsets to accompany your worst  
nightmares time to stop and let go of your earthly  
desires yet you want to pass on something to  
those who have given you so much to those who  
never refused you to those who always held out  
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a hand to offer help and to those who loved you  
you wish peace and not the memory of a guttering  
candle dimming bit by bit a scorch that fades  
over time but the certainty of new leaves unfurling  

 
 He stared out at the seamless expanse of blue.  There had to be a crack 
in it somewhere, a fissure that signaled the coming apart of his world.   
  
 


